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My Favourite Character in Star Wars – Luke Skywalker 

 

Good morning Principal, Vice Principals, Teachers and schoolmates 

Today I would like to talk about my favourite character in Star Wars. 

First, I would like to tell you the content of the story.  Long time ago, in a faraway galaxy, there were two 

groups of people.  One group was a gang of bad guys called the ‘Dark Side’.  They want to unify the galaxy for 

their own selfish ends.  The other group was made up of Jedi and the government of the galaxy; they are the 

“Galactic Republic”.  They want to protect the galaxy.  In order to meet their own goal, the two sides fight 

against each other very often in a series of battles. 

In Star Wars, my favourite character is Luke Skywalker, the son of Anakin Skywalker who was betrayed by the 

Jedi Club to get the power of the “Dark Side”.  Finally, he becomes Darth Vader, the evil soldier.  When Luke 

grew up, he joined the galaxy government and became a member of the Jedi for his father because he 

believed that his father could become a good guy.  He joined the galaxy government is to destroy the “Dark 

Side” and to maintain the stability of the galaxy. 

I like Luke Skywalker because he is kind and brave.  He sacrifices everything for his friends and family.  For 

example, one day, his friend and his sister were caught by the ‘Dark Side’.  When he got the news, Luke saved 

them at once.  Finally, he meets his father and fights with him.  Unluckily, Luke lost his right hand but he 

escaped from the ‘Dark Side’ with his friend and his sister.  After this event, he did not hate his father and at 

the end of the story, his father really became a good guy and killed the head of the ‘Dark Side’ with Luke.  They 

successfully maintained the stability of the galaxy. 

I learnt a lot from Luke, especially how Luke treats his family --- he is willing to sacrifice everything for them. 

That’s the end of my sharing. Thank you. 


